Arvind Gupta
Toys from Trash
www.arvindguptatoys.com/toys.html

☑️ Step-by-Step Photo Guide
☑️ Detailed Worksheet

View One Minute Video at:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AZc8Jqv3Wyg
Fix 2-cm straw to ice-cream stick with a rubber band.

Cut & weave big rubber band in straw.

Tie knots on both ends.

Weave cardsheet monkeys on stick.

Toy ready to play.
STRETCH RUBBER BAND

RELEASE FROM TOP
MONKEYS WILL FALL IN SHORT JERKS....

MONKEYS REACH THE END
Arvind Gupta
Toys from Trash
Step-by-Step Photo Guide
Detailed Worksheet

1. Fix a 2-CM stiff straw to an ice cream stick.
2. Cut a big rubber band.
3. Fix the cardboard sheet on the rubber band.
4. Monkey on stick.
6. Monkey will band the rubber band on stick.
7. Both ends. The knots on both ends.
8. Weave it through.

Scissors
Cardboard sheet
Big rubber band
Small rubber band
Stiff straw (2-CM)
Ice cream stick
Monkey